STATEWIDE FOREIGN OBJECT DEBRIS (FOD) PROGRAM
BY KEAT PRUSZENSKI, AKA THE GOD FODDER
Further to the article: “Making South Carolina a Safe Place to Land” regarding FOD (Foreign Object Debris) published in
Commission in West Columbia. Normally a successful program requires initiative and support from airport leadership, and that is
precisely who will be in attendance at the event.

A BRIEF RECAP
programs have demonstrated a positive record of reduction of
ies, the costs associated with FOD threat has been enormous.
Despite a highly effective FOD control program at Greenville
Downtown Airport (GMU), debris is still collected from
runways, ramps and taxiways regularly. Although GMU
safety battle requires vigilance.
Pictured right is a statistical tracking chart regarding FOD
to the green line.

STATEWIDE GOAL

Memorial airports have both enjoyed impressive results from FOD sweeper use. (See the chart above for trending at GMU after
the South Carolina Aeronautics Commission.

Echelon 1
Echelon 2
Echelon 3
-OREchelon 4
Echelon 5

• Designate a FOD boss (champion)
• Develop a local FOD written program.
• Procure and routinely use a state offered FOD sweeper.
• Conduct a FOD walk staffed by local airport operators and support personnel
• Conduct periodic FOD inspections and recovery (logged/documented)
• Establish a metric (e.g. FOD/1000 meters square)
• Establish a statistical run-chart showing data from periodic inspections

Airport participation at any level will be published in the quarterly SCAA newsletter, and this author volunteers to help airports
establish metrics and statistical charts as outlined in echelons 4 and 5. As this safety program builds, this information should

Further information regarding this safety endeavor can be obtained by contacting the SCAA Safety Committee at
their facility. I am willing to assists airports who endeavor to engage in this important safety program, and my contact
information can be obtained from SCAA, or through the Aeronautics Commission. I look forward to program progress
Downtown, Hartsville Regional, Orangeburg Municipal, Santee Cooper Regional.
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